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This talk was due to be given by Peter Metcalfe (G8DCZ).  However, due to a family tragedy he felt
unable to make it.  Having worked with Peter at different times, James and Keith felt able to cover some
of the aspects of this subject.  We started by viewing or dipping into some of the material on the web and
discussing the contents:

Web Chat about LED noise

Which magazine web site thread, 29 March 2013:
https://conversation.which.co.uk/technology/your-view-led-bulb-interference-dab-radios/

Which magazine web site thread, 17 March 2013:
https://conversation.which.co.uk/technology/led-bulb-radio-interference-dab-test/

Audio Visual chat, 26 September 2010:
https://www.avforums.com/threads/led-lights-interferes-with-dab-signal.1330696/

Australian technical notes on LED noise spectra:
http://www.ledbenchmark.com/faq/LED-interference-issues.html

Web Videos of LED Noise

Ham radio suffering LED noise on 4m and 2m (2 min):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5gq6r2uGS2g

Amateur Radio vs. Cheap Chinese LED Lights (5 min):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SI6w0hk685w

LED noise on ft-817 (23 sec):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DF9YouDz1jI

LED lamp radio noise (2 min):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SQuTPLoCLmM

LED Noise Investigation / Demonstration

Peter Metcalfe's investigation (G8DCZ):
https://www.ukqrm.org.uk/metecc/led-investigation.php

Thilo Kootz, DL9KCE video on LED noise, 30 Dec 2011 (14 min):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o8zMhjXcmoA

Noise plots of bulbs in METECC's EMC chamber:
LED Noise investigation 16_03_17.pdf

Keith has made a LISN based on Thilo Kootz’s design and had it calibrated by Peter Metcalfe.  This
extracts the conducted noise from the bulb and he has examined the noise from a number of bulbs by
comparing it with the noise floor in a FT-897.  This qualitative test shows up bulbs whose noise needs
further investigation.  A similar qualitative test is performed by listening for radiated noise around 525
kHz on a simple transistor radio.
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One particular problem with LED bulbs is that certain manufacturers use a simple capacitative voltage
dropper and strings of LEDs.  This causes flicker which some people can actually see and others are
effected by.  The test for flicker involved a cheap battery powered personal fan with one blade painted
white.  Significant flicker was shown by strobe effects.

The results of Keith’s research are documented in: LED Noise Q.pdf

For a study of the effects of lighting flicker see ‘LED Lighting Flicker and Potential Health Concerns:
IEEE Standard PAR1789 Update’:
https://www1.essex.ac.uk/psychology/overlays/2010-195.pdf
and note the table at the end.  More recently,  Peter Metcalfe pointed out an EEC report:  SCHEER
(Scientific  Committee on Health,  Environmental  and  Emerging  Risks),  Opinion  on Potential  risks  to
human health of Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs), 6 June 2018:
https://ec.europa.eu/health/sites/health/files/scientific_committees/scheer/docs/scheer_o_011.pdf

Noise Rejection Remedies

A simple homemade Loop to reduce noise on HF (3 min)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T7F-O_whqP0

MFJ 1026 Removing HF Noise and Interference (11 min). Demo 5 min into video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UMd1CBazSpo

YAESU FT-897D with bhi DSP onboard demo (5 min)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YFyWWs_S5LQ

Low Noise LED Products

Bedazzled MR16 description
http://www.bedazzledledlighting.co.uk/product/mr16-21-led/
The reason for this company’s offering a range of ‘EMI-free’ LED bulbs is due to their main business of
inland waterway chandlery.   Steel barges make fairly good Faraday cages and so LED lighting can
easily overwhelm portable TV’s and DAB receivers.  They buy specially made and tested low voltage
bulbs from China for their market (12/24 Volt).  However, using the LISN and a spectrum analyser, we
demonstrated that significant noise could be seen at MF and the low end of the HF spectrum.

UKLED product
http://www.ukled-ltd.co.uk/products/
This company produces bespoke LED lighting that is UK-made.  Some of their every day products are
virtually noise free.  However, regular checks need to be made as the response to an enquiry did not get
a helpful response from their technical manager.

Discussion Points

One club member pointed out that it was a regular practise is some workplaces to use DC powered
lighting as rotating machinery (e.g. a lathe) could appear stationary even in incandescent lighting.

The idea of using web-based SDRs for reception in quiet locations was mooted but investment and more
technical innovation are needed.  A number of club projects are needed to produce a range of good
solutions.

For comments and queries please contact Keith via klockstone@yahoo.co.uk
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